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Overview

 Connecting with people on your fitness or wellness journey can be 
great way to keep yourself accountable.

 If you open yourself up to meeting people outside your work, sport, 
gender, or age group, you can increase the scope of your learning.

 You could find a mentor or become a mentee as well as make life-
long connections or friendships.



Meet up 
Groups

Meetup.com has been hosting events for 20 years and 
it is a great low stress way to meet people with similar 
interests. 

You can either scroll though events that have already 
been posted or post your own.  

It can be anything from brushing up on your 
photography to carting or sledding with your pet.

Both in person and virtual events are available.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
�Some examples from the Meetup website:Invest in a better youSOCIAL & WELLNESSJoin millions of others who have built their yoga or meditation practice, formed fitness groups, or aligned on common interests related to wellness and spirituality. Make new friendsWhen we do things together, it’s that much more fun. Meetup is the most powerful tool for growing your community and connecting with friends.Share your giftWhat lights you up the most? Join millions of others around the world who are starting and joining groups devoted to their favorite activities like photography, music, writing, art, and more. You never know where it might lead. Raise your profileIt’s the perfect time to hone your skills or meet your next business partner. Connect with people who can help you launch your startup, small business, or tech venture. Create the group you’ve always wanted to join.



PRO TIP:
Turning on your 

computer camera

No matter what you are doing on 
a virtual platform, turn on your 
camera and unmute yourself. 

If that makes you uncomfortable, 
can you turn them on for the 
introductions and goodbyes?

Ask about favorite recipes, what 
pets people own, etc.  Or if 
someone asks a question, 
answer it.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
No one wants to look at a bunch of blank screens while presenting or sharing.  You get some much more engagement by just being in front of the screen and having the camera on, even with the sound off.The person leading can get information from visual feedback and you being there makes them feel values and important.If you are completing an exercise or project, you can get real time feedback and can adjust as you go, making the time spent much more valuable.If you are in a loud environment, keep your volume off/down, but continue to be active with the written chat.If you find the non-work activity a bore and struggle to log on, try something new, something that you are happy to be a part of.



Dance 
classes

Everyone can dance, even it you think you 
have two left feet.  Why not try out a Zumba  
or a Hip Hop inspired class?

Even if you do not get the steps, when the 
music is good, fun just happens.

If you know you love dance already, why not 
try jazz, tap, Indian or African styles?  The 
modalities are endless.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Other styles of dance:Ballet�Ballroom�Contemporary�Square dance�Tap Dance�Folk Dance�Irish Dance�Modern Dance�Swing Dance



Group 
fitness 

classes or 
running 
groups

Take advantage of any virtual or in-person 
group fitness classes that your employer 
offers or check out a nearby gym.

Some local running stores have running 
groups that meet outside for weekly or 
monthly workouts.  They typically offer 
multiple skill levels from beginner to 
advanced and are great for finding people 
that match your pace.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You may also find local running groups on sites like Meetup or Facebook.  As with anytime you start a run, be sure you are doing so safely.  Wear reflective clothing if running near dawn or dusk.  Dress in layers for comfort. Be sure you are running in a well lit and highly populated area.Never meet new people for a run in a location that you are not comfortable with and always review the route before hand to be sure you are familiar with your location.



Intermural sports If you used to play a sport in high 
school, or just really enjoy watching it 
on T.V., why not give it a shot. 

Check out your local newspaper, 
community bulletin or online news 
source or search engine.

Many times, the costs are low, and 
100% attendance is not required at 
games or practices. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Intramural sports are generally the least competitive and lowest commitment athletic option in college. Intramurals are organized by the college and available to everyone regardless of their athletic talent or experience with the sport. To ensure everyone has a good time and no one is disadvantaged, many schools offer different leagues and divisions of intramural sports for participants with varying levels of experience and skill. It’s also common to find schools fielding co-recreational teams.  



Pick up 
leagues

Pickup leagues traditionally do not have coaches or 
practices.  If you have the time, get ready to sweat.  

These may be announced more by word of mouth, at 
local ball parks or Fitness Centers.  If you can, get on any 
email lists or community bulletin board sites.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Pros of Pick Up or Drop-in Games:Flexibility:You don't need to belong to a team or league to play. This is ideal for people who don't have time to commit to team or leagues and practices. You just Show Up And Play whenever you feel like it. You can choose to go play based on your availabilities, location, and any other factor you choose.Cost Effective: A lot of pick-up games are free, and even when they are not, you can just select the one that you are interested in and go play. You pay exactly for what you play. The dressing code is relaxed in pick up games and you don't need to spend on expensive equipment to play.Networking:You play with new teammates at almost every game, and it is the perfect opportunity to meet new people and network.Social:Most pick up or drop-in games are co-ed.Practice:Some players who play in leagues use pick up games as an occasion to practice more and stay in shape and be ready for their league games.Experimentation:Pick Up games are not supervised by a coach and there are usually no referees. This allow players to try dribbles and tricks that they would not be normally allowed to do during a league game.Fun:Some rules are not enforced during pick up games (offside in soccer, travelling in Basketball, etc..): This allow the game to flow, and a lot of games are scored making it fun for players.Less Reliable:A lot of pick up or drop-in games are started by volunteers and advertised by word of mouth. It is very common to have no shows and cancelled games without notice.No Organization:Pick Up games without organizers and referees are sometimes chaotic and troublemakers usually take over and make the games horrible for everyone.Back quality of Facilities:Some free pick-up games are played in parks and sometimes the field or facility are way below standards, and it can be a nightmare to play safely.Injuries:There are sometimes a huge discrepancy in skills level of participant, and it can result in injuries when highly skilled and stronger players collide with lower skilled and weaker players who don't know what they are doing.



Animal 
events

If you have a pet, check out events made for 
them.  Is there a charity walk for a local 
shelter, is there a horse-riding poker run?  

These events are a great way to get your 
animal out of the house and be social, as 
well as you.

Asking to pet your cat, dog, hamster, 
kangaroo, etc., is a perfect opening line to 
meet someone new and you may meet two 
new friends, one with 2 legs and one with 
zero-four.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Keep a look at for events at your local vet’s office or humane society. Check with dog walkers, cat cafes or stables in addition to any expos or other large events.



So, you went 
someplace or 

met someone, 
now what?

Great news, congratulations!

Jot down some basic info about the person somewhere safe, but 
easily accessible.

Try to connect with them through a social source like Slack, 
Facebook, LinkedIn. 

Stay connected. If you have not been in touch in some way with this 
person within the time limit of your choosing, make a reminder for 
yourself to check in with them.  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Basic info suggestions: Simple things like their names, where you met them, what your joint interests are. Connection source: Be sure it is a service that both of you use so you can contact each other without having to give out personal email addresses or phone numbers.Connection suggestion: It does not have to be anything intense, just a “hey, I am keeping an eye out for X, if you see something similar, please pass it alone” will do just fine.



And what if it 
does not work 

out?

No problem, just be sure to be polite and honest from the start.  

You made a connection, and you never know where that will lead 
and who you will meet because of it.

You left your comfort zone and learned from the experience what to 
do again next time or try differently.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you are a morning exerciser, do not promise attendance at an evening bootcamp class.  If your pace does not match up with theirs or the background music of choice does not appeal to everyone, that is okay.Use direct “I” statements like: I feel comfortable only walking in the park and not on public roads during our post lunch walk instead of you always pick the route.



Where have you met people?
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